






(red: charging
green: charging finished)

charging indicator

DC jack

power on / off

blue: normal
red: abnormal

inlet for the safety rope

lateral

bottom

anti-droping sensor

blue: good status
red: abnormal

USB socketpower switch



Device Cable



Put the clean mop the the pad flatly



5-6

red
green

clean water on the mop. Please
don’t make the mop all wet, and do not spray on the upper part of the robot.



 

consequently move upward to the top left corner.

 the N-shaped curve from top to bottom. 
3. The robot will stop nearby the starting place when finish cleaning work.

2. After reaching the top left corner, it will start to clean the glass by moving

 and upward to detect the friction, then move to the left frame of glass and 
frame, press the start button, the product will automatically move downward
1. Put the product at the center of glass where is far away from the window 

Cleaning path by pressing X1 button of remote

Cleaning path by pressing X2 button of remote

1. Put the product at the center of glass where is far away from the window 

 the N-shaped curve from top to bottom. 
3. The robot arrived at the top right corner when finished N-shape cleaning, 

4. The robot will stop nearby the starting place when finish cleaning work.

 and upward to detect the friction, then move to the left frame of glass and 

then move in Z-shape curve from top to bottom. 

frame, press the start button, the product will automatically move downward

2. After reaching the top left corner, it will start to clean the glass by moving
consequently move upward to the top left corner.



Speaker / Alarm Indicator(on the handle and the bottom) Meaning Remark

alarm every 0.2s red lamp is always on no input from adaptor
stop alarming when adaptor is

connecting to electricty

always alarm red lamp is always on air leakage
stop alarming when no air

leakage

alarm 1 time when blue lamp binks blue lamp flashes 1 time and red lamp flashes 1 time gyroscope sensor error repeat alarming

alarm 1 time when blue lamp binks blue lamp flashes 1 time and red lamp flashes 2 times barometer error repeat alarming

alarm 1 time when blue lamp binks blue lamp flashes 1 time and red lamp flashes 3 times 2.4 G remote error repeat alarming

alarm 1 time when blue lamp binks blue lamp flashes 1 time and red lamp flashes 4 times no safety rope

alarm 1 time when blue lamp binks blue lamp flashes 1 time and red lamp flashes 5 times
robot cannot move due to

too much friction
normally don't repeat this

alarm every 0.2s and repeat 3 times red lamp flashes every 0.2s and repeat 3 times
fan calibration failure (too

slippery)
glass is too slippery

alarm 1 second and stop alarming /
arrives at the frame when

use remote control it
glass is too slippery

alarm every 1s and repeat 3 times / finished cleaning work
finshed N-shape or Z-shape

cleaning path

alarm 0.1s /
press the button of robot

and remote
valid press

Blue lamp: normal 
Red lamp: abnormal 





Model no.             WA6

1.46kg

90W

Battery lasting time 20mins

Size 248 x 248 x 95 mm

Suitable for cleaning area 60 x 40 cm





FCC Statement

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the 
limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC
Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection 
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This 
equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy 
and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, 
may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However,
there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular 
installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio 
or television reception, which can be determined by turning the 
equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the 
interference by one or more of the following measures:
-- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
-- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
-- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that 
to which the receiver is connected.? 
-- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is 
subject to the following two conditions:
(1)This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device 
must accept any interference received, including interference that 
may cause undesired operation.

Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party 
responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the 
equipment.
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